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Bowl Team Sweeps·Fifth Match, Retires Undefeated
Returns By Motorcade
For Victory Program
AFTER AN initial welcome by officia l and non-official greeters at the Outagamie County airport, a police-escorted moto.rcade swept Lawrence's five-time
victorious College Bowl team and
Student S€nate president, opened
Coach Daniel L. Arnaud back to
the .salutary program in which
the campus for nn afternoon of
Lawrence President Curtis W.
tribute. · Sight of the motorcade
Tarr: Clarence A. Mitchell, mayelicited cheers of praise and peals
or of Appleton; Mrs. James Buof applause from the crowd of
chanan, a Lawrence alumni repstudents, families and townspeoresentative; and Howard S. Thelple who had gathered in front of
in, speaking for Appleton's Chamthe Memorial chapel to greet the
ber of Commerce, offered their
returning champs, captain Nick
laudatory comments.
Vogel, Gordon Taylor, Thom
V-alukas opened with "the best
Verich and Ralph Whitehead.
thing to say about this team is
THE WELCOME followed the
that we're really proud, and this
team's fifth victory Sunday, Jan.
turnout shows it." The Chapel
17, on the General Electric Colthundered with more applause. Inlege Bowl, televised nationally
troductions were made for the
from New York city. In a 255-65
team's alternate member, Stephen
sweep the Lawrentians defeated
Sedgwick, and five semi-finalists
the University of Bridgeport.
.i n the team selection, Barbara
Triumphs over Virginia Military
institute, 170-150; Southwestern Bradley, Elliott Bush, Craig Harris, James Joesten and Vance
university at Memphis, 275-85;
Russell Sage college, 200-80; and. Kasten. Valukas also called on
families of the team who w.-re
Wilson college, 215-210, preceded
present.
Sunday's game. Sunday the team
Tarr spoke of "the great admirretired as the first undefeated
ation we have for these young men
champions of · the season.
and the way they responded to
After the team and coach's trithis challenge." He noted that
umphant entry into the Chapel,
Lawrence
's tower bell was rung
their jubilant fans poured in.
From their seats they gave the · only when something of great significance happened at the school,
team and coach, who had taken
and that now "the bell has rung."
their places at stage center, a
TARR ALSO read the governor's
seven-minute standing ovation
with organized cheering. A ~ 5- telegram which said: " Dear Prespiece band directed by senior Ken ident Tarr : My heartiest ·c ongratulations to you, your staff, and
Anderson and an impromptu enyour Bowl team for their outsemble lent rhythm to the occastanding performance. Your :=;tusion.
dents have brought fame to LawWHEN the final cheer was
Continued on Page 3
heard, Tony Valukas, Lawrence

PRESIDENT Curtis W. Tarr gives the first of several congratulatory speeches in
a special convo last Monday for the quin tup,le-winning Lawrence College Bowl
team as its coach and members relax on stage after a long, tiring weekend.

POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
The Political Science club
will hold a meeting . at 8 p.m.
next \Yedm;sday at the home
of Dr. Mojmir Povolny, associate professor of government. Sue Nelson will speak
on "Nkrumah's Positive Neutrality."

Fijis, AChiO's Top
Grade Point Listing

Phi Gamma Delta and Alpha
Chi Omega with averages of 1.730
and 2.067 respectively led the fraternities and sororities in gradepoint averages for the first term
of 1964-6'5, according to information released by the registrar's
office.
The all-women combined average
of 1. 785 was slightly higher
LAWRENCE'S first Academic Aims conference will
be held Thursday, Jan. 28, beginning with a convoca- than the all men's combined avertion presentation by Mrs. Margaret Gilbert, professor age of 1.628. The seniors, both
men and women, led the class avof biology; Marshall B. Hulbert,
erages with 1.971 and 2.0'29 comacademic
aspects
tween
social
and
vice president of the university;
bined averages.
of college life.
Vernon W. Roelofs, professor of
Following are the fraternity avEACH group will be headed by
history; and Charles M. Brooks,
erages:
jr., professor of art and architectwo student leaders and two facPhi Gamma Delta .
. .1. 764
ulty members. The leaders have
ture at 10: 40 a.m. in the Chapel.
Beta
Theta
Pi
..
1.751
prepared
a
few
questions
to
be
the
THESE speakers will discuss
Phi Delta Theta
.. . 1. 730
flexible guides of discussion, ::ind
student expectations of college
Delta Tau Delta ...... . . 1.675
they are hoping for the addition
and the contributions the student
Sigma Phi Epsilon ... ... 1.664
other
of
student
contributions
on
intends to make to college.
Phi Kappa Tau ..... . .. .1.623
topics.
The basic purpose · of the conThe sorority averages are as
Each group will have a secreference is to give members of the
follows :
tary
to
record
the
trend
of
disuniversity an opportunity to disAlpha Chi Omega ...... .2.067
cussion for a i.ater report from
cuss parts of the educational
Kappa Alpha Theta .. . . 1.883
the steering board.
process here which concern them.
Delta Gamma .... .... ... 1.874
The Academic Aims conference
This chance to evaluate his own
Pi Beta Phi . . . .
. 1. 758
of
nine
students
board
consists
attitude toward Lawrence and
Alpha Delta Pi . . . .... ... l .737
and eight faculty members , all of
help him formulate his ideas and
Kappa Delta ... . .. ... . . .. 1. 730
whom have been working to plan
complaints into a more complete
the conference and contrive stimoutlook.
ulating questions.
ON THURSDAY evening, 27 disU.S. Senator Nelson
cussion groups will meet in variTHE IDEA for such a conferous faculty houses and in the
ence was brought up during lasl
Speak Monday
lounges of fraternity and small spring's Encampment. Since then,
Gaylord
Nelson, U. S. Senator
women's hous-es.
54 members of the faculty have
There students will share ideas
agreed to participate in the con- from Wisconsin, will speak at 4
s timulated by the morning's
p.m. Monday in the Riverview
ference .
speakers and other topics related
lounge, sponsored by the LawThe stress of the conference is
to the discussion.
towards free discussion deaiing rence Young Democrat.s. A reception will follow the speech.
This is the time for individuals
especially with aspects of Lawto discuss personal concerns perrence~ but including thoughts
Nelson was elected to the Sentinent to academic life. Topics .about the educational process be- ate in 1962 after four years as
are expected to cover questions
fore and after college.
governor of Wisconsin . He was
about the academic process, formStudents will receive invitations the first Democratic governor to
ulation of personal and academic
to discussion groups from facul- serve two consecutive terms. His
goals, limitations at Lawrence
ty members. They must reply be- special interests are conservaspecifically and the connection be- fore Tuesday, Jan. 26.
tion and education.

Academic Aims

Lawrence To Evaluate
Its Goals, Techniques

ACM to Offer Seminar
On Renaissance Next Year
IN THE FALL and spring terms of 1965-66 Lawrence juniors and seniors will have the opportunity to
participate for one term in the seminars in the Humanities offered by the Associated Colleges of the Midwest at the Newberry library in Chicago. It will
be an opportunity to give full attention to research in association
with other specialists in the field,
including students, faculty members and internationally known
scholars.
THE GENERAL chronological
period of next year's seminar will
be the Renaissance. Periods to
be dealt with in future years are
1966-67, the 17th century; 1967-68,
the Age of Enlightenment and
Revolution; 1968-69, the 19th century.
The Newberry library, located
on the near North Side of Chicago, is one of the leading research
libraries in the country in the area
of the Renaissance. Hans Baron,
one of the world's most distinguished specialists in the Italian
Renaissance, is a member of the
staff.
Visiting scholars will be Cecil
Grayson , professor of Italian literature at Oxford university, in
the first term; and Denys Hay,

professor of history at the University of Edinburgh and editor of the
English Historical Review, in the
second term.
PROFESSORS from the ACM
who will take charge of the seminars are John J . Murray, professor of history at Coe college, !lnd
Richard Von Fossen, associate
professor of English at Cornell
college.
The resoorch interests of Murray and Von Fossen suggest that
the seminars will center on England, but students primarily interested in the continent wiU be
able to pursue their particular interests.
Murray has been interested in
continental influences in England
and in diplomacy.
Interested students may obtain
further information and applications from Paul J. Stewart, assistant professor of history, ;$33
'Main hall. His office hours are
10:40-11 :30 a.m. Tuesdays. and
Thursdays ; the deadline for application is March I.

Will

AN APPLETON police squad car leads the victory
parade for the welcome of the College Bowl team last
Monday. A crowd of about 12 00 was awaiting them at
t he Chapel.
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Worcester Display Shows
English, Irish Cathedrals
AN EXHIBIT of watercolors by the Rev. J. Paul
Eaton, curate and director of Christian Education at
St. Mark's Episcopal church in Milwaukee, is being
shown during January at the Worcester Art center. Eaton is a 1951
graduate of Lawrence, where he
majored in fine arts, and subsequently ·taught art for three years
at Manistique, Mich.
HE RECEIVED his B.D. from
Nashotah House seminary in 1957,
and since then h(lS served parishes in Gladstone and Wilson ,
Mich., and Whitefish Bay, Wis. He
has been at St. Mark's since 1963
and is presently working on a
master's degree at Seabury Western seminary in Evanston, Ill.
Eaton's paintings are the result
of a three-month trip to Europe
last summer, and many of them
are o,f Anglican churches in England and Ireland. He did about 45
paintings of cathedrals, and another 100 watercolors whHe touring the continent.
"I have a special interest in the
Anglican cathedrals because the
Episcopal heritage in this country
is so closely connected with them.
Some of the cathedrals I have
painted are Westminster Abbey in
London, Coventry, Wells, Salis-

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's Pipe Shop

bury and Gloucester, as well as
,Kings College chapel at Cambridge ," Eaton states.
"I PREFER to work in watercolor. My style is relatively conservative in its approach . I like
to use warm color and mo.st of my
work recently will show a subdued
use of color. "
Eaton will be the guest of honor
at a reception in the Worcester
Art centei· at 3 p.m. Sunday,
Jan. 17.

LWA Will Sponsor
Best-Loved Banquet
LWA will sponsor the 1965 BestLoved banquet Tuesday evening,
Feb. 16. At this time, the best
loved of all senior women, chosen by all Lawrence women, are
announced.
The general chairman is Judy
Pauni. She will be assisted by
Prilla Larsen, co-chairman. Sue
Eaton will head programs and
place cards. Tickets chairman is
Ruth Charlton; invitations chairman is Tina Drott.
Other chairmen include: Jan
Watson, decorations; Bonnie Cremer, voting; Anna Mack, entertainment; Barb ~ereman, publicity ; and Prilla Larsen and Judy
Pauni, costumes and flowers.
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ACNE

SPOILING

YOUR

FUN?

"SEND MAC ... FOR CENAC"
(or go yourself)

SPECIALLY FORMULATED for HIM/ for HER
Popularly Priced

$1.49
at your drugstore

ONLY!

THE CAST of "The Wild Duck',. takes a breather backstage while rehearsing for
the Lawrence University theatre prnduction to be held Sunday thru Wednesday.
Jack Swans.on as Hjalmar and P. K. Allen as Gregers are cast in lead roles.

Karabtchevsky Will Conduct
Choral Group from Brazil
Program Wl·zz Include
Classical, Folk Songs
THE 24-VOICE Coro do Brasil, South America's
' 'Madrigal Renascentista," will perform at Lawrence
university's Memorial chapel at 8 :15 p.m. Friday,
Feb. 5, on the fourth of this season's Lawrence-Community Artist
Series program.
THIRTY-YEAR-OLD Brazilianborn Isaac Karabtchevsky conducts the group. The mixed choir,
acclaimed in the music capitals
of Europe and South America, is
on its first North American tour.
The concert will include music
by 16th- and 17th-century composers; songs by Ravel, Brahms and
Debussy; and a number of Brazilian folksongs .arranged by VillaLobos.
The Coro do Brasil was formed
in 1956 in Belo Horizonte, capital
city of the Minas Gerais state of
Brazil. Karabtchevsky, only 22
at the time , was impressed in
hearing many of the city's youth
singing in church choirs and at
various school events.
HE FOUND that the students
shared his enthusiasm, and after
a period of careful auditioning, he
emerged with a select choir. Since
the group was intended to concentrate on the music of the Renais-

sance, he gave it the name which
it still bears, "Madrigal Renascentista ."
Following a highly successful
first concert in Belo Horizon-Le,
Karabtchevsky and his choir found
themselves serenading sold-out
houses. Before long they were
singing to audiences in major
halls in Sao Paulo and Rio de
Janiero, two vigorous South American cultural centers.
By 1958 the Coro was ready for
a tour of Europe visiting important cities in Portugal, Spain,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany and Italy. Its reception was
typified in a comment by Pope
Pius XII who said , " I could never
imagine that Belo Horizonte had
a choir of such exceptional qualities as this Madrigal Renascentista."
IN 1960 the Brazilian government invited the Coro to prepare
Mozart's "Coronation Mass" for
performance at the inauguration
of the country's new capital, Bra-

;

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART
and DRAFTING MATERIALS

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.

Appleton, Wisconsin

209 East College Avenue
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PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
9:30-10:30 .p.m.

on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

sil~ithin a few more months. the
Chamber Concert association ot
Buenos Aires asked the Coro to
represent Brazil in the InterAmerican Choir festival.
These demands made it imperative that the choir expand its
repertory beyond the music of the
Renaissance. As a result, the
Coro now performs modern ,v-01-ks
by such composers as the late
Paul Hindemith and Maurice·
Ravel; the Brazilian masters Mignone, Guanieri and Villa-Lobos ;
and familiar Negro spirituals.
THIS broadening of repertory
has brought the Coro even greater fame, perhaps best evidenced
by its stunning reception at the
1963 Rio de Janeiro festival, the
widely hailed first music festival
ever to be held in South America.
Tickets for the performance go
on sale next Wednesday at the
Lawrence University Box office .
Box office hours are 12-6 p.m . on
weekdays.

Sunset Players Set
DramaContest Date
The Sunset Players have announced a dramatic writing contest to . last through Term II. The
contest is open to anyone who
submits an original play script.
The play may be either a one-act
or a full-length drama of a serious or humorous nature.
All scripts will be accepted
from now until Sunday, March 7.
The plays will be judged by three
judges: F . Theodore Cloak, professor of theatre and drama, Waren C. Beck, lecturer in English,
and Jack Swanson . president of
Sunset Players.
A prize of $25 will be awarded
to the winning play. In case of a
tie, adjustments will be made by
Sunset Players . In addition, the
winning play will be produced by
the Sunset Players third term.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
A new organization, the
Photography club, has been
approved by Chandler W.
Rowe, dean of academic affairs and the Committee on
Administration. All experienced and novice photographers
interested in joining the club
should contact George Power
at Plantz, extension 306.

Religion in Life Conference Sees
Common Events, Love Important
By ROBERTA S. KELLER
THE 1965 Religion in Life conference held at· Lawrence ;this week brought up many facts and ideas, concerning the relation of biblical criticism and the Bible
to the faith of man today. One of
the main ideas expressed was that
the reality of God many times discloses itself in unexpected places,
which seem un-Godlike.
THE MOST important events ir.
the Bible began as ·insignificant
and common but became meaningful to all generations. Because
of this man must be ever open to
God , for He may be found anywhere.
The Importance of the element
of love in today's world was also
brought up, especially in connection with modern morals. Man's
decisions should be directed by
love, not strict rules or tradition.
J. Coert Rylaarsdam, . of the
University of Chicago Divinity
school, explored the "Historical
Criticism and the Historical
·F aith" during his convocation address in the Chapel Tuesday. He
stressed the importance of reading the Bible in terms of the historical faith in which it was written, and thus adding more meaning to its events in relation to our
own time.
RYLAARSDAM began by explaining that historical criticism
of the Bible assumes that the Bible is a "time-conditioned book,"
affected by such factors as the
history, human events, culture
and situation in which the individuals who contribute to it find
themselves.
Both the Bible and the modern
church point to something beyond
themselves. Scholars study the
Bible in terms of tlme-condltionedness, trying to discover the reality affirmed in biblical 1Imes Jn
relation to that affirmed in the
present day.
Biblical criticism is a rediscovery of the culture of the times.
One must know the meaning of
words and phrases in the original
culture, as well as how men responded to the deeds of God, the
ideas and concepts in terms of
which they responded, and the
history in which this response was
· made , to fully understand biblical
events.
AS A RESULT of Form criticism, which studies small units
of Scripture in relation to the cultural life of their authors, the
Bible is thought of as a product
of centuries of worship. 1t was
not written for the sake of the
-church, but "for the sake of bearing witness to the great acts of
God."
Rylaarsdam stressed that although most of the biblical events
are insignificant and ordinary,
these are the facts in which the
reality of God is disclosed. These
stories are told not to improve
faith, but to proclaim it.

IN THE opening session of the
conference, Dr. E. Graham Waring, professor of religion, spoke
on "Treasure in Earthen Vessels." He began by explaining
that we are all thedogians, in the

hope in the world because of it.
WARING pointed out the religious symbols in the play. Gus
may be seen as the shorn sheep,
sacrificing his life at the end of
the play. The two men do not
know themselves, and there is a
failure of communication between
them and the outside world.
Chaney emphasized the Idea
that modern art and modern religion can and «lo communicate,
and quoted several authors to illustrate this.
In his closing speech, "The Work
')f Our Hands," Rylaarsdam said
that there is a direction in history
that leads to a goal. Both Old
and New Testaments, in the doctrine of the Elect One, seek to
realize the meaning of the work
of our hands for God if the Divine
plan has beelt realized in signifi-

sense that we all ask questions
which center on the meaning of
our own existence.
The historical situation in which
we ask these questions, however,
changes. Waring traced the Christian consensus, or the world view
that had governed ,all secular and
churchly existence before 1650
through its deterioration up to the
present time , when the Christian
world view "does not sta}!d as a
vital framework essential to the
life and .action of people."
Waring used the image of an
earthen vessel to mean the element of humanity, as opposed to
Divine treasures, found in history.
cant events.
He pointed out . that there is a
Rylaarsdam suggested that the
constant need for theological hutriumph -0£ .J esus Christ over death
mility and sensitivity, for divine
is as mucb a part of the modern
revelation may be found even in
~ge as it was in 1965 BC.
most un-Christian-like events. .
THERE IS also a need for theological courage, according to Waring, for the modern theologian
must stand up to the increasing
secularism of our day.
The panel discussing A. T. Rob- Friday, January 22inson's book, "Christian Morals
Lawrence Opera theatre-"The
Today," generally stressed the ImMarriage of Figaro'': 8:15 p.m.
portance of love in modern morExperimental theatre
ality. In his book Robinson steers saturday, January 23us away from followfn.g ,a list of
Pi Phi-Sig Ep Pledge formal:
moral legalistic rules toward the
'9: 30 p.m. to 1 a.m., Menasha
use of Jove in deciding what is
Hotel
right and wrong.
Lawrence Opera theatre-"The
Wednesday afternoon a .reading
Marriage· of ·Figaro": 8:15
of Harold Pinter's play, "The
p..m., Experimental theatre
Dumb Waiter" was presented hy Smaday, January 24Gordon Lutz and Theodore Katz.
F'tlm Classics-"Suitor"
off. A panel discussion followed.
<French>: 1:30 and 7:30 p.m.,
Members of the panel included
Stansbury
William Chaney, associate profesLawrence Concert band consor of history; E. Graham Warcert: 3 p.m., Chapel
ing, professor of religion; Mrs.
Lawrence Opera theat~"The
Elisabeth Kof fka, professor of
Marriage of Figaro" : 8: 15
history; Bruce Cronmiller, assop.m. Experimental theatre
ciate professor of French; 1nd
Monday, January 25David Mayer, assistant professor
Artist series-Goldovsky opera
of drama. They were each asked
"Don Pasquale" : 8:15 p.m.,
two questions: "ls Pinter's idea
Chapel
of man valid?" and "Can theology
Reception after concert, Union
say something to the characters,
Tuesday,
January 26Gus and Ben, in ~ meaningful
Freshman Studies lecture: 10:40
way?"
a.m., Stansbury
MAYE,R ASKED the audience to
view the action of the play in Wednesday, January 27thinking about these questions.
Political Science Club, 8 p.m.
Two men are isolated under- Thursday, January 28ground, waiting for something and
Academic Aims conference
receiving messages from above.
The demands become increasingly Friday, January 29more difficult to fulfill. Life
Student recital: 2:30 p.m. Harseems meaningless.
per
Cronmiller expressed the feel- Saturday, January 30ing that Gus and Ben. are arouud
DG-Phi Garn Pledge formal
and maybe even In us at times.
Basketball vs. Ripon, 7: 30 p.m.
International weekend
Theology must speak to Ben .and
Gus in their own language and
show them that there is not the
EXCHANGE VISIT
absence of Jove that there seems
There will be a meeting,
to be in the world.
sponsored by People-t.PeoMrs. Koffka expressed the opinple, for all those inte-rested in
ion that Ben and Gus are living
an exchange visit down south
in a world of darkness, in which
during spring vacation. The
nothing makes sense. Ben and Gus
meeting will be held at 4:30
maintain their humanity in their
p.m., Tuesday Jn the Riverpathetic attempt to fulfill the deview lounge.
mands from above. Although this
attempt is in vain, there is still

r

Calendar

OPENING the Religion in Life conference last Tues,.
day, Dr. J. Coert Rylaarsdam of the University of Chi·
cago Divinity school gave a convo speech on "Historical Criticism a~d the Historical Faith."

COLLEGE -BOWL
Continued from Page l

rence university and to the State
of Wisconsin. All Wisconsin is
proud of your accomplishments."
Tarr added that the triumph was
the result of combined effort and
support from the entire student
body and its officers.
Mayor Mitchell congratulated
the faculty which was charged
with cultivating students' minds.
Re rood the following proclamation for the occasion.
RESOLUTION
''Whereas Lawrence university
ls an integral part of our community life, and has made cultural contributions to every segment of our population; Q.Dd
"Whereas the Lawrence University College Bowl team has
given the City of Appleton favora~e notoriety throughout the n,a,.
tion wtth its five victories; and
''Whereas the people of Appleton
have pmise and admiration in
their hearts for the Lawrence University College Bowl team and
desire to have a day set aside to
pay homage to the Lawtence
team,
"Now, therefore, I Clarence A.
Mitchell, Mayor of the City of
Appleton, do hereby proclaim
January 18, 1965, as a day of
tribute to the Lawrence University College Bowl team, and do
acclaim .the achievements of the
Lawrence team in the General
Electric College Bowl."
The mayor's presentation also
included a gold plaque, suitably

engraved, for the university, and
inscribed statuettes for the team
members and their coach.
THEUN, who was present at
the New York telecast, noted that
Arnaud was supremely confident
in his team. He quoted Arnaud
after the pre-game w~up as
saying ''My boys are sharp today" - and then folded his hands
prayerfully.
Thelin said that New Yorkers
were pulling hard for the
rence team, and that hr three pre,
telecast practice g,wnes '"we
swamped Bridgeport sometb.lng
awful."
Mrs. Buchanan mentioned the
team's "intellectual and monetary
contributions" to Lawrence's image. This image was one of "intelligent, if not to say ·brilliant,
youth, a sense of humor and humaness which has saved them
from ·being unbelievable.''

Law-

SHE SAID that many alumni
and friends of the university had
sent letters and wires of congratulations. The team's winnings totaled $10,500 in scholarship funds,
which will be inet with an additional $5,250 matching amount
from the Ford foundation in accord with a current fund-raising
agreement.
Valukas closed the rally with a
presentation of engraved desk
sets for the team and coach, showing the appreciation of the Lawrence student body. The room ·
once more rocked with applause
and cheers as the band struck up
with the Olympian march and the
crowd made its exit.
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From the Editorial Board

Our Acadeinic Aiins
The Academic Aims conference, suggested last
year in Tony Valukas' presidential platform, was conceived in part as an "encampment for the entire student body." It was seen as an opportunity for all Lawrentians to air their grievances, express their views a~d
engage faculty members in mutually beneficial discussion about the problems of college experience.
This is an especially good year for such a conference, for now, as a university with increased faculty,
students and course offerings, all of Lawrence must
consider its direction for .the future. Professiars and administrators have been engaged in discussions concerning the most fundamental aspects of school policy:
what kind of coursie s should be offered, what kind of
students do we want here, what kind of ,regulations?
Certainly these are questions with which students
are much concerned; the forthcoming conference is
offered as a forum for their views. It is an opportunity
for the kind of mutua1 soul--searching by both students
and faculty which has been needed but lacking in th_e
pas1t.
A common student complaint has been that school
policy is formulated "behind our backs," without our
knowledge or consent. This, said Valukas at a recent
Lawrentian Editorial board meeting, is a myth. "If
there is one thing I have learned from my year in office
it is that most things don't get done becaus1e students
don't care enough to see them done."
The Academic Aims conference, it is hoped, will
give us all a chance to show that we do · care, to express our opinions and desires.
The La wrentian has formulated views of its own,
and presents them here in the hope that they will provoke comment by other students. We want mo~.t of all
for the academic experience to be relevant to the rest
of our lives' work and pleasure. It should provide a
solid basis for a more useful, rewarding and interesting
career.
And we want it to be not just a preparation for but
also a part of life, concerned with the problems, of our
age. It should lead us into the difficult, dis,puted
realms of international affairs, race relations, poverty.
It :should teach us methods of inquiry and give us the
imp.e tus to further 's tudy. It should not be a kind of
"four-year honeymoon from reality." Yet how many
of us look confidentially ahead at graduation, certain
we know what we want from life and how to get it?
These goals, of course, are too broad to be encompassed by the curriculum alone. They must partly be
fulfilled by a rich extracurricular program, and opportunities for worthwhile social activity. Indeed, the relation of studies to such activities should be a major issue raised at the conference.
This is what we want from Lawrence. But for large
tnumbers of us, this1 is not what we get. The reasons
must be discovered and solutions sought out. The
goals must be more carefully defined and every sJiade
of op-inion discussed. This is why we're having an Academic Aims conference: for you. Will you be there?

COMEDY re.turns to Film Class1ics this week in the
delightful person of Pierre Etaix, an extremely funny
Frenchman very much in the tradition of Jacques Tati
and_ America~ silent comedies.
Etaix wrote, directed and starred
"Th S ·t ,, b00k' h f 11
as
e m or, . a
~s : ow
persuaded by his charmmg if ec·
t
·
t t I
h'
.
cen r1c paren s o eave 1s science-filled ivory tower and find
1

a bride.
THE QUEST is strewn with fan-

tastic pitfalls, since neither man
nor object, woman nor elevator,
is proof against . Pierre's genius
for bumbling.
This 1963 film was awarded ·the
Prix Louis Delluc, and his short
film, "Happy Annivers,ary ," which
completes Sunday's show, won an
Academy award as the Best Live
Action Short Subject for 1962.

Of interest naturally to everyone will be "Goldfinger," the
third and most entertaining of the

James Bond sagas which is now
t th v ·k·
th t
a
e I mg
ea re.
SEAN CONNERY of course
' . .
'
plays the suavely sad1st1c Agent
h
007 , w O runs the gamut ~f dang~r . from a sub-machmegun-w1eldmg grandmother to a Korean
karatist with a statue-decapitating bowler hat in his encounter
with Auric Goldfinger, a modern
'Midas who attempts to "knock
off" Fort Knox.
All the great popular culture
heroes belong so much to their
own periods <the Shadow, et al.)
that it's nothing less than comforting to be able to have our
own hero who is so much a part
·of our age, steeped in sexual innuendo and taking himself not at
all seriously.

John Cates Will Open
International Meeting

STAFF NOTICE

The new Lawrentian staff
will be selected in four weeks.
Those interested should consider applying and consult
present staff members for
information. Experience is de-

JOHN M. CATES will open the annual People-toPeople International weekend at 10 :40 a.m Saturday,
Jan. 30 in Stansbury theatre. He will discuss the position of the United States in the
United Nations.
CATES, who is the political advisor for the U.S. mission to the
U.N., is an authority on world
politics, especially in the field of
Latin America. Prior to World
War II, Cates acted as a labor relations counselor in San Francisco.
During the war, Cates was assigned a position with the War
Shipping administration and the
Maritime community (1942-47). In
addition, Cates was the officer in
charge of human rights and cultural affairs for the Department
of State from 1947 to 1955.

Following the opening speech,
three discussion groups will be
held to discuss the topics chosen
by People-to-People.
MIKE LYNN, chairman of the
first discussion group, will discuss
the political situation between the
U.S. and her allies.
In the second group, Dru Munsen will head the discussion on the
U.S. and the Soviet bloc.

The third discussion group,
headed by Sue Nelson. will discuss
the position of the U.S. and the
neutral nations. The discussion
period will take place from 2: 30
to 5 p.m.
A SPECIAL banquet at 6 p.m.

in Colman hall will be the highlight of the weekend. Tickets for
this occasion cost $1 and must 1Je
purchased before Wednesday, Jan.
27.

After the banquet, a dance will
be held from 9 p.m. to 12:30 .a.m.
in the Viking room.. This final
activity will begin with folk-singing by a number of our groups
and e.nd with square dances called
by Leonard W. Weis, assistant
professor of geology. Between
these two ,activities regular danc-

Violinist Abel
Will Present
Benefit Recital
Violinist David Abel , concertmaster of the Oakland (Calif.)
symphony, and recent finalist in
Levintritt international competition, will appear in concert at
8: 30 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 3, at
Harper hall.
Abel's program, a scholarship
benefit performance, is under auspices of the Lawrence chapter of
Pi Kappa Lambda, national honorary music society.
Abel has had solo and orchestral engagements from coast to
coast including radio . and TV performances. He has been guest artist with the orchestras of Boston,
Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Denver,
Oklahoma City, Baltimore, Chicago and Honolulu. The San Francisco symphony re~ngaged him
for a second concert. and he has
appeared twice in New York's
Town hall.
His instrument, a magnificent
Guarnerius violin, was made by
master builder Joseph Guarerius,
known as "del Gesu." It dates
from 1734, in the craftsman's socalled "golden period."
Tickets for Abel's concert are
available from members of Pi
Kappa Lambda, and go on sale
at the Lawrence University box
office on Monday, Jan. 25.

ing and folk dancing are planned.

Questionnaires have been placed
in each mailbox to allow people to
register for two of the three discussion groups. These questionnaires must be retw-ned to the
desks of the six major dorms tonight.
It is necessary to have these
questionnaires in order to prepare
questions, information or excerpts
to arouse interesting discussions
and to determine equal distribution of each discussion group.

Dr. Tarr Presents Views
Concerning Acadentic Aiins
THIS IS THE LAST in a series of articles to preview next week's conference on Academic Aims. The
purpose of this interview is to raise questions which
may serve to stimulate student interest in the conferen<:e. This is
an interview with Curtis W. Tarr,
President of the university.
Q. Do you think the university
should seek to create jntellectuals,
or should it concern itself in addition with the education of the students in the social sense; that is,
should it intentionally contribute
to the socialization of the students?
A. Our primary concern is an

affair of the mind. If in addition
to this, we can augment it with
other things, then we are anxious
to do it. We seek to turn out people who are different because
they have learned to approach
problems differently.
Beyond this intellectual concern, we are also anxious to see
the student lead a more vigorous
life by taking advantage of the
opportunities for recreation which
are provided here at Lawrence,
such as music, physical educatiPn
and the graphic arts. Just because. an activity may not be intellectual in the strict sense of
the word does not mean that it is
anti-intellectual.

VIOLINIST DAVID ABEL

desirable but not requisite.

The need in the United States today ~ for intellectuals who are
also skilled in the area of performance. A failure by the intellectuals to accomplish certain
goals in our society has lead to a
lack of respect for the intellectual
and also the cultural.

of the universities to turn out
young people of high intellectual
and moral caliber.
Q. What role do you as the
President of Lawrence university
play in the furtherance of the university's .academic goals?

A. My position is a .separate
but equal one in regard to the
faculty in the university. However, by nature of my position as
a member of the faculty and also
as leader in the faculty, I have
two major areas in which I influence the academic goals of the
school.
THE president and the faculty
work together to determine first
what kind of students we admit
to Lawrence and second what
kind of faculty we select. This is
the way we determine what kind
of institution Lawrence is and will
be. Although the president and
faculty work together, the president is expected to use his initiative in many areas.
More specifically, the president
is Chairman of the Committee on
Instruction. Most of the new ideas
and programs which improve the
curriculum originate in this committee.

In order to change this negative
stream of thought in contemporary society, it will be the concern
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Lawrence Gets Recognition
In Nation-Wide Publications
By DIANE A. BANTHIN
LA WREN CE university has received national attention lately in recent magazine articles and by a recently published rating system. Lawrence received praise
in the .Tanuary 16 issue of the Saturday Review and earned a·n above-average rat-

FRESHMAN Mary Schutt makes a last minute check
on open house decorations on the third-floor pigtail
section of Ormsby. The theme was "The Poor Artists
of Pigtail"; decorations included streamers, artwork
and underwear.

Lawrence Symphonic Band
To Give Concert in Chapel
THE LAWREN CE University Symphonic band will
play its first formal concert of the season at 3 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 24, in the Memorial chapel. Nan Orthmann will be guest soloist in a
performance of the ''Concerto in C
Major for Piccolo and Band, " arranged from a work by Antonio
Vivaldi.
FRED G. Schroeder, professl,f
of music conducts the 65-member
ensemble. Schroeder, a University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and
Northwestern university graduate, has led the band throughout
his 14 years at Lawrence.
In May, 1964, Miss Orthmann
played in recital the Haydn "Concerto in D minor," and the Hindemith "Sonata fur Flote und Kl.avier." Her junior recital in November f.eatured the Quantz "Trio
Sonata in C minor," and the Dutilleux . . "Sonatine . pour flute et
piano."
The band's' program is from
18th-century sources. Included
are three transcriptions - two
from organ works of J. S. Bach,
and the Vivaldi concerto. The remaining scores are for wind ensemble.
VIVALDI'S concerto, for picco-

Local Station

To Televise
Act of Opera
A half-hour telecast featuring
the Lawrence university Opera
theatre production of Mozart's
"The Marriage of Figaro" will be
seen at 6 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 31,
on WFRV, channel 5. The performance is part of the station's
"Perspective" series.
John Koopman, assistant professor of music and director of
the group, has planned a presentation of the opera's first act for
the telecast. Koopman will introduce the opera and its historical
setting at the program's outset.
Cast members for the telecast
are Figaro, Dale Dusing; Susanna
Bobbie D'Ambrosio; Dr. Bartolo,
Ken Anderson; and Marcellina,
Alice Haselden.
Others are: Cherubino, Sheila
Pernot; the count, John Herr;and
Basilo, Dick Case. Piano accompanist for the program will be
Kathleen Link.

lo or flautino, was originally performed on a sopranino recorder,
and accompanied by string orchestra and harpsichord.
Its
score was found in the late 1920's
among a group of Vivaldi manuscripts in the Turin, Italy, National Library.
A second major work is the
"Stratford Suite," written in 1964
by Canadian composer Howard
Cable. The score commemorates
the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare's birth, and consists of
movements inspired by episodes
in the -poet's "Richard Ill," "Merry Wives of Windsor," "As You
Like It" and "Henry VIII."
Another concert highlight is
Robert Kurka's 1959 suite, "The
Good Soldier Schweik." The score
is from an opera of the same
name. Its libretto was from the
brilliantly realistic anti-war satire
by Czech novelist and journalist
Jaroslav Hasek, dating from the
period just after World War I.
~~

ELECTION RESULTS
In Wednesday's election, students voted to remove the requirement that candidates for
treasurer of the student body
be sophomores. The amendment on article IV, section c,
paragraph 1 w,as passed by a
172-21 vote margin.

ing in Alexander W. Astin's book,
"Who Goes Where to College."
SATURDA y REVIEW classed
Lawrence with Kalamazoo, Wooster, Grinnell and Ripon in a recent editorial.
Lawrence was
classed with those schools "that
have long had good regional reputations" and have recently "come
to national attention."
In other words, Lawrence and
the previously mentioned schools
are coming to be as well-known
as Swarthmore, Carleton, Reed,
Antioch, Haverford, Bennington
and Cl.aremont. The article stated that schools
like Lawrence are those "that
have chosen to remain small and
have resisted the demands for undergraduate vocational courses
and graduate professional programs." Lawrence is a school
which has "assured itself of talented graduates by admitting only
talented freshmen .''
ASTIN'S book confirms this
praise of ,Lawrence with facts;
his rating system is based on the
students of the college. Socioeconomic and academic backgrounds are examined.
Status indicates the occupation
of the father of the applicant and
the oareer aspiration of freshmen, while selectivity refers to the
proportion of freshmen accepted
to the whole group applying for
admission. A score of 50 is average.

USAF Promotes
Captain G.isv.old
Leigh W. · Gisvold, assistant professor of air science, has been
promoted from captain to major
in the United States Air force.
Gisvold, a native of Superior,
Wis., graduated from the University of Minnesota-Duluth in 1951
with a B.A. in speech. and has
done advanced work at Wayne
university and the University of
Maryland.
He has been in the Air Force
since 1952, first as a representative of the Air Force Office of
Special Investigation in Wiesbaden, Germany, then as a special
agent in California.
For three years immediately
prior to his assignment to Lawrence, he served as OSI detachment commander at Cigli Air
Base in Turkey.

·
It is interesting to note where
Lawrence ranks in relation to
other schools in the midwest. Lawrence has a status of 64 and a
selectivity of 65.
THE OTHER school examined
in Wisconsin is Ripon which ranks
67 and 62 respectively. Other
schools ranked in the midwest
conference are Grinnell with 66
and 68 and Carleton with ratings
of 63 and 73.
Wabash college; Indiana, has the
most similar rating to Lawrence
with scores of 64 and 63. Oberlin
college ranks above Lawrence
with 66 and 70, while Kalamazoo
has scores of 59 and 68.
Eastern schools examined in
Astin's survey rank slightly higher than Lawrence. Middlebury
college, Vermont, outranks Lawrence with scores of 67 and 78;

Radcliffe has une of the highest
scores with 69 and 81.
SMALL schools in the west
show rankings similar to those of
Lawrence. Colorado college ·r anks
65 and 64; Claremont Men's college, California, has scores of 81
and 63; and Reed college, Oregon, has ratings of 64 and 74.
Big universities generally considered top-ranking in the south
have higher r.atings than those
schools the s~ of Lawrence.
Duke university ranks 61 and 70,
while Rice university ranks 6f
and 77.
In comparison with schools of its
size, Lawrence ranks approximately the same as schools in the
midwest and west <except Claremont and Reed>, above schools
in the South, and slightly below
those in the East.

ACM Will Sponsor Annual
Cuttington College Progrant
THE . ASSOCIATED Colleges of the Midwest, including Lawrence university, will for the second consecutive year send several faculty members and graduates to Cuttington college in Liberia, Africa. They will fill twoyear administrative and teaching
positions which begin in July, 1965.
The Cuttington program aims at
giving "a deserving college in
Africa a boost," says Harold
Schneider, associate professor of
anthropology and sociology and
campus spokesman for the program.
IN 1962, ACM authorized a committee, · of which Schneider was
a member, to tour African educational institutions in search of a
college where the effort.s of selected A:CM -faculty members and
graduates would be most valuable. The committee chose to
embark its program at Cuttington,
the only liberal arts college in
Africa.
Graduate assistants at Cuttington have the opportunity of teaching their speeches on the college
level before going to gradoote

school. Language problems are
minimal, sin<:e all educated Liberians speak English.
Because of her working experience in a college registrar's office, Linda Axelson, a 1964 graduate of Lawrence, served as an assistant to the president of Cuttington prior to her present job as anthropology ,teacher. Another 1964
Lawrence graduate, Polly Novak,
now teaches music at Cuttington.
Cuttington is located in ,the middle of western Liberia, about 120
miles from the African coast.
'E ach ACM participant in the
program receives travel expenses,
living quarters and a $2100 salary. Schneider compares the pro- -gram to the Peace corps.
'I nterested men or women students graduating in June should
see either Schneider or vice-president Marshall B. Hulbert to apply for positions by January 31.
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LETTERS to the EDITOR
The policy of the Lawrentian concerning the use of
bold print paragraphs and boldface capitalization is
one of style and facilitation of printing, rather than
emphasis o~ material content.
To the Editor:

Notwithst an<: in g Indonesia's
threat of withdrawal from the
united Nations, we at Lawrence
turned our attention last week to
the activities and problems of
rush.
Even the Independents,
when forced from Colman lounge,
barred from Union rooms and
confronted with neck-tied men
and white-gowned women, were
not free from curiosity and comment.
THOSE of us who have lived
through other years of rush were
interested this year to note the
added emphasis - and perhaps
pressure upon the groups - to
j1J.:Stify their existence in terms of
a concern to end discrimination
against members of minority
groups and religions.
The attitude now seems preva. · · Jent that the major objection towards Greek groups Is their dlsrrimination against Negroes, Jews
and Orientals and that once all
dauses . and defacto prohibitions
disappear, the existence of Greek
. groups will somehow become jusufled and acceptable.

detriment to the development of
an individual in terms of his personal outlook to enter the university as a freshman and be offered
the opportunity to immediately
limit her scope and to adopt the
standards and the outlook of a socially exclusive group.
IF ANYONE can argue that sororities are not important enough
to cause detrimental limitations,
a closer look should be given to
the time, energy and emotional attachment spent on sorority activities.
Sororities at Lawrence are socially functional groups. They
recruit new members and they
hold parties. On '1 less obvious
level, they offer a girl security,
status and the opportunity for beIng a leader within her g1 oup. In
addition, no one will deny the development of close friendships and
group fun within a sorority.
There is, however, a price to be

paid. All of this is available at
Lawrence apart from a group,
but it is harder and :more painful to f.ind. It is because sororities offer a ready-made opportunity for these activities, that the
individual struggle is less.

We are writing to protest this
point of view. Since we are all
THOSE who honestly believe
. Lawrence wo:rnen, we will confine
that a . sorority has helped them
our remarks to the sororities ·
to grow as individuals cannot be
(with whom we are the :more fa.
overlooked, yet the security of the
mlllar>.
group that has helped them has
WE BELIEVE that even if at the same time deprived them
e\·ery sorority at Lawrence could of much of the pai~ necessary for
and did pledge Negroes, Jews and growth.
Orientals, they would still exist as
A few years ago, Dr. Knight
institutionalized forms of social spoke in a convocation about his
discrimination and as such they
dreams for each Lawrence studo not :belong on the Lawrence dent. He said that our experience
university ca:rnpus~
here would be a good one if there
We are ,aware that society Is a
were only one thing during our
complex of individual and group
ctiscriminatfons- among its own
members. You choose Jane for a
friend and not Elmbeth, and the
local country club ,Is an institutionalized form of social discrimination.

Lawrence university, however,
is to so:rne extent a controlled society, in that it exists for the explicit purpose of educating. It is
a.o atmosphere in which the e:rnphasis is towards a growing
awareness of · oneself, those
_around him and his world.
OF COURSE discri:rnination exists at Lawrence, yet it is the university condonance of this institutionalized form of discri:rnination practiced by the sororities to
which we object.
Further, if Indeed Lawrence
does exist to deepen the awareMSS of the individual and of the
level of personal relations, then
sororities exist on campus as a
s-ontradiction of this purpose by
..,irtue of their superficiality.

There are several reasons for
this · contradiction between the
1
ideals of the university and the
practices of the sororities. Perhaps the most obvious example oi
superficiality <or an acceptanee
of standards which do not foster
a deepening awareness) is the recruitment of new sorority mem'bers.
A LISI' of high school activities,
a term's acquaintance and three
rush parties tend to indicate the
acceptability of standards on a
level inadequate to judge the true
nature of an individual.
From the f acl that this recruitment is an annual occurrence, we
deduce that the upperclass members _of the groups consider these
criteria to be adequate for judg.
ing others. Those of us who have
· been through rush or been in a
sorority can attest to . the superficiality involved in these activi'ies.
In addition to the recruitment
o.' members, we feel that it is a

four years that we cared enough
about to break our hearts over.

Those who last week felt an exclusion fro:rn the sorority of their
choice, those who were accepted
and those sorority members who
accepted so:rne and excluded
others should realize that the feelings and activities of a sorority
are perhaps not what Dr. Knight
meant to break our hearts.
IF WE are to spend four years
here at Lawrence in a developing
awareness of ourselves and of
others, and if the university condones in this at:rnosphere the existence of an institutionalized
for:rn of shallow social discri:rnination, then a sorority is more than
just a fling of our college years.
It becomes, instead, the basis for
a pattern of thought, a way of
life, which should, if anything, be
rejected by the truly educated
person.
M. C. VANDER WAL

JULIA MAHER
SUSAN C. CARTWRIGHT
NANCY E. BELCHER

RUTH A. ROBISHAW
To the Editor:
A Short Essay on the Recent
Brilliant Solution to the
Lawrence Problem:

to note have now discovered a
means to put their philosophy in
practice.

Those foolish and lascivious
radicals who attempted to foist
the "Open Dorms Policy" upon
the student body of Lawrence
university as a solution for ·the
Lawrence Problem were doomed
to failure from the start .
THEY assumed that the duty
of a liberal arts institution was
to produce well-rounded men and
women who were socially and
mentally responsible. They were
deluded.
The real purpose of ·a liberal
arts institution is to produce an
intellectual being. Life is full of
opportunties outside the university to supplement the intellectual
responsibility taught withi'n its
walls, and it is far better that the
Lawrence student gain an intellectual awareness of life first and
then apply it to the life outside
when he emerges in all his knowledge, than that he bungle now
when the university's prestige is
at stake.

tense demand, will have already .
begun to sublimate their erotie
impulses except as vicariously
expressed. The new television system will, in .addition, make the
performers · . suddenly, . inte~ly
and excruciatingly aware that
they are being watched.

Their performances will beco:rne timid and dull, the audience's interest will sag, the performers themselves will eventually turn to sublimation to escape from embarrassment, and
the date rooms, having fulfilled
their ,purpose, will be left as empty monuments and warnings to
all who attempt to express their
eroticism in any way except sublimation.

All Lawrence students, of their
own free will, will be happily
sublimated! The intellectual life
and the reputation of the university will reach celestial heights!
The glorious complete intellectual
being will be born!
ELLIO'M' BUSH

Having adequately and cogently
discussed rboth the right and· the To the Editor:
wrong attitudes toward the ques-Interfraternity card playing is
tion, we can now move on to the not an interfraternity sport. It is
brilliant and eminently practical a separate entity, not associated
solution that our sober headed · with the interfraternity sports
geniuses have devised.
program or its supremacy-point
IT IS unquestionably a truism standings. It happens to be an
that the sublimation of sexual innovation in interfraternity co:rnenergy to the intellectual quest is petition that will be on a trial
the mo.st efficient, the cheapest basis this year.
and the · most successful way to
Re:rnember also that card playproduce our goal: the intellectual ing does take intelligence to play
being. It also assures a prestig- and will ·be another way of pitting
eous · school-wide surge of aca- the fraternities aganst each other.
demic interest and achievement. Four of the fraternities are' "to
It becomes the positive duty of put it mildly'' very enthusiastic
our sober headed leaders to give about it. Of the two dissenting
the Lawrence student the happy
fraternities only one, Beta Theta
sublimation that he needs to Pi, is protesting the inception of
achieve his goal of intellectual this new competition.
excellence and their goal of a
pure and moral reputation for the
university. And the method, as I
understand it, is the ingenious
"Date Room" scheme.

These are to be small cubicles
designed to create the illusion of
privacy so that the actors will
feel neither uncomfortable nor
embarrassed in any way. Small
closed circuit television cameras
will be mounted in the wall opposite comfortable couches, and a
montoring system will allow the
director to ·project upon . the
screen in Stansbury theatre for
the audience to enjoy.
Tms democratic system insures that all Lawrence students
may vicariously experience the
joy that those few couples who
were fortunate enough to obtain
one of the scarce cubicles are experiencing directly.

before writing his mocking article.
If at the end of the present school
year, everyone has the same
opinion of our sports editor, interfraternity card playing will not
exist in the 1965-66 school year. I,.
and many others tend to think
differently.
GARY PINES
Interfraternity Sports Clir.
To the Editor:

Some people have misconstrued

the intent of last week's Sideline
Highlights. Several facts must be
reviewed in analyzing the point
of the article:
1. The athletic chairman of
each fraternity voted to initiate
card playing between fraternities;
therefore card playing is considered part of the interfraternity
competition.
2. It was stated that card playing was to be started on a "trial
basis'· and would not col.int on
the supremacy point standings
since a trophy was to be the
only award.
3. The intent of the article was
to question card playing as part
of the interfraternity competition-not to mimic card playing
itself!
TODD MITCHQ:.L
Sports Editor

DELTA TAU DELTA

congratulates
BR0'111ER NICK VOGEL

and the
College Bowl Team

I , am just sorry that our sports
editor did not have all the facts

Find New Friends
Go To

The Wursthaus

But this is only the beginning of
this brilliant scheme to solve the
Lawrence Problem. Phase two
calls for LWA to lay down strict
regulations prohibiting all forms
of erotic display anywhere on the
university premises except in the
date rooms on pain of eternal
campusing for the woman and
suspension from school for the
man.

Only very receptly has it come
to my attention, secluded as I a:rn
in my study from the passing concerns of the world, that some few
brilliant and visionary men have
discovered the true solution to
the Lawrence Problem.
THERE are still :many who can
recall that last famous solution
to the Lawrence Problem, the socalled ''Open Dorms Policy,'' and
the ensuing fight between the
mad rakes who proposed the
scheme and those revered sober
heads who eventually prevailed.

Furthermore, to discourage off
campus cheating, the Appleton
police will be warned to jail all
such loiterers and disturbers of
the peace and public morality.
This will have the immediate effect of increasing the demand for
the date rooms and making the
ensuing programs much :more
torrid and delightful to the audience.
·-.AND now the master stroke.
Another closed circuit television
system will be installed in each
date room so that the performers can at last and for the first
time see the · audience and hear
their reactions.

Basically it was a question ol
imtitutional philosophy that was
being debated in that fierce battle, and the victors, I am happy

Now we must :recall that the
audience, the majority who are
unfortunate enough to be kept
out f>f .the date rooms by the in-
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V ike G rapplers Place 2nd;
Carleton Wins 4-W ay Meet
DESPITE the fact that six out of nine Lawrence
wrestlers qualified for the finals, the team was only
able to place second in the Quadrangular meet held
last Saturday at Alexander gymnasium. Carleton won the contest
with 73 points, followed by Lawrence with 60 points, Ripon with
42 points and Coe with 38 points.
IN THE final match of the day,
Lawrence's heavyweight, Gerry
Gatzke pinned Carleton's Craig
Smith in 3:45, after having maM
the finals on a bye. Gatzke's win
was the sole Viking triumph.
John Gignilliat, .at 123 pounds,
won his first match on a bye but
was decisioned by Bob Standford
of Carleton in the final. In his
semi-final match Howard Yoshuira, 130 pounds, lost to M.ax Margulis of Carleton, the eventual
champion, but took third place
via a bye.
Jesse Oden, 137 pound grappler,
had tough luck , losing to Carleton's C. Skinner in the first round
and to John Murray of Ripon in
,the consolation bid for third. In
the final Dick Imhof of Coe beat
Skinner on a referee's decision.
DAVE MOORE d e c i s i o n e d
Carleton's Chuck Long , 6-2, in his
first match, but in the final was

unable to match Ripon's Frank
Sanders, the eventual 147 pound
title winner. In his semi-fi nal
match , Al Blomgren, 157 pound s.
had to go into overtime to beat
Bruce Langhus, 7-1 , but in the final was decisioned by Pete Fader
of Coe 4-0.
Captain
Bert
Hansen,
167
pounds , met Coe's George Dyche
in his first match and fell G-1.
Dyche went on to win the final,
while Hansen edged Jerry Rudat
of Ripon 3-2 for third place honors.
Rich Agness made it to the 177
pound final with a bye in his first
match , but in the final lost to ~ike
Blodgett of Carleton, 4-1.
John Hepperly gained the finals
of the 191 pound class via a bye,
but Phil Steans of Ripon proVf:d
too much and relegated Hepperly
to the runner-up slot.
Tonrorrow the varsity matsmen
travel to Chicago, Illinois, to face
the University of Chicago in the
first dual meet of the season.

Frosh Tankers
Slash Records
The Lawrence freshman swimmers splashed their way to Viking athletic prominence in swimming exhibition events during the
varsity meets with Carleton and
St. Olaf last Friday and Saturday
afternoons. By Saturday evening, they had shattered four freshman marks and placed at least
two more in danger.
Hugh Denison, a distance freestyler , lowered the 200-yd. freestyle mark by over a second with
a time of 2: 12.5, while Pete
House set a new mark in the
200-yd. individual medley, swimming it in 2: 17.6.
The 400-yd. medley team of
John Sanders, Ken Melnick, House
and Denison took 6.2 seconds off
their old record, going the distance in 4.11, and the 400-yd freestyle relay team of Denison , Sanders , Jeff Coe, and House lopped
almost 11 seconds off the old record . swimming it in 3:48.8
Coming within close striking
distance of the marks in the 200yd. backstroke and breastroke
were Sanders and Melnick.

VIKING DIVER Larry Wilson displays the jackknife
form which helped him to cop first place in last Saturday's swimming meet with St. Olaf. This, was Wilson's
first wi:p. over teammate Dan Foster in two years.
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breezed to an easy 85-20 victory
over the winless Phi Taus. Gary
Hietpas lead all scorers with 19
points followed closely by Steve
Bernstein with 15.
In .another Thursday night
game, the Delts outscored the Sig
Eps 56-39. . Al Thuren again topped the scoring with 20 points,
with Bob Hansen contributing 14
to the winning effort.
In the closest battle of the season , the Betas outraced the Fijis
for a decisive 56-54 victory. The
Beta's fast break offense caugnt
the Fijis lacking in the latter
stages of the game . Chuck Norseng hit 21 points with John Beldo and Rod Clark chipping in 14
and 11 respectively for the Betas .
Duane Mertyl was high man for
the Fijis with 14.
BASKETBALL action continues
with games on Tuesday and Friday nights this week . In addition.
handball , ping pong and bowling
begin this week.

IN APPLETON

23 K GOLD stamping at PahLow's ! We'll be happy to per-

sonalize your purchase with
name or initials. It adds that
extra thoughtful touch to gifts.

THE INTER-FRATERNITY basketball season began last week with games on Tuesday and Thursday.
There were few tight games as the highly-rated teams
drew lesser opponents for the
opening rounds. The Betas, howeve·r, threw a scare into the favored Delts, and defeated the highly touted Fijis. 'l'he Phi Delts
meanwhile rolled up impressiv~
scores against less formidable
opponents.
IN TUESDAY night's first game
ill€ Fijis topped the Phi Taus by
using a full court press ; they won
by a 58-22 margin. Gary Shutte
was Fiji high point man , scoring
12 points , while Gary Pines and
Lynn Lundeen each tallied ten.
In a hard fought battle, the
Delts, with the help of Thuren's
hard rebounding and sharp shooting, defeated the Betas 58-51. Rod
Clark led Beta scoring with 23
points, while Al Thuren's 24 points
were tops for the Delts. Also,
Oave Crowell and Bob Hansen
chipped in 17 and 12 points respectively for the winners.
In the final tilt of the evenincr
the Phis topped the Sig Eps
spite Bill Wagner's 18 point outburst. The Phis had a balanced
scoring attack with Chip Taggart
.nnd Steve Wickland scori ng 14
points each and Tim Knabe hitting for 13.
ON THURSDAY the Phi Del ts
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Immediate Confirmation of Reservations
See MARY PROCTOR, our Campus Representative
at RE 4-9043

A Day -Plus 10c a Mile
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CONGRATULATIONS
COLLEGE BOWL TEAM
WE ARE ALL VERY PROUD

SHOE SALE NOW ON
SPECIAL GROUP MEN'S LOAFERS
$ 12.95 to $ 16.95

Gold Cushion
Appleton's Finest

Billiard Recreation
Center
519 W . College

13 Brunswick Gold
Crown Tables

New York Critics Selected "Goldfinger" as One of the Year's
Best Films!

HECKERT SHOE CO.

0

:

IAN FLEf~ING'S

119 East College Avenue

Appleton, Wis.
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ALBERT RBROCCOLI t'.
HARRY SALTZMAN ~ [
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"GOLDFIIGEB" .
TECHNICOLOR®

GERT FRQBE as GOLDFINGER HQNQR BLACKMAN as PUSSY GALORE

T ankmen Lose to Carleton,
Overwhelm St. Olaf's 66-29
High-Point Man Nordeen
Gains Two First Places

A &urprise upset occurred in
diving when Larry Wilson nosed
out his teammate and co-captain,
Dan Foster, for high honors. It
was Foster's first loss in two

years.
The other Vike win was record-

ed in the 200-yard breast stroke
when John Isaac worked into position and built up a commanding
lead over his nearest two Carleton
competitors.

FRED

NORDEEN

was

The backstroke provided more
excitement as Sandy Johnson,
battled with the leaders and finished a close second. The team's
other second place was won by
Todd Mitchell, who finished onetenth of a second behind Carleton's Porter in the 50 yard freestyle sprint.

The story was reversed Saturday ·as the tankmen won eight of
eleven PVents to wallop St. Olaf's
66-29. The medley relay team of
Sandy Johnson, John Isaac, Fred
Nordeen and Tom Conley ·posted
an easy win over their St. Olaf
counterparts.
NORDEEN was again the
team's most outstanding individual. Besides competing on . the
winning medley relay team , he
copped wins in the individual
medley and the butterfly.
The te.am's other high point performer was Todd Mitchell. He
anchored the triumphant freestyle
relay team, won the 50-yard freestyle, just a fraction of a second
behind St. Olaf's three-event winner, Mike Peinovich.

Sandy Johnson, a greatly improved and determined competitor, won the backstroke on his
last-lap surge while John Isaac, a
sophomore, recorded his second
consecutive victory in the breast
stroke.
IN DIVING, Dan Foster regained his winning form after being
defeated Friday by teammate
Larry Wilson. Wilson finished
nine points behind Foster to win
the runner-up award.
Co-Captain Ohuck Lenz ran up
ag,ainst some tough competition
in the 200-yard freestyle but
placed second ~ehind St. Olaf's
Peinovich. Peinovich was the
meet's top scorer, capturing 15 of
the Ole's 29 points.

Other second place finishers
were Dana Zitek in the 50-yard
freestyle , John _Firmin in the individual medley and Court Neuman in the 500-yard freestyle
marathon .
For tomorrow -Coach Davis has
planned an intersquad meet.
Team members will be divided
up and will compete against each
other in a regular meet format.
The team's next intercollegiate
meet will be on January 30 at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

GERRY GATZKE
Lawrentian Athlete of the Week

Gatzke Lawrentian
Athlete of the Week
Beginning this term, the Lawrentian sports staff will choose
an athlete of the week. The selection is based on individual accomplishment, personal effort and
sportsmanship.
Selected for the award this past
week was Gerry Gatzke, the only
Lawrence wrestler to win his
weight division in the Quadrangular meet held at Alexander gym
last Saturday.
Gatzke, a 191-pound heavyweight, was one of seven Vike
grapplers to reach the finals, and
the only emerging champion. He
pinned his Carleton foe in the final round in 3: 45 to lead coach
Ronald D. Roberts' matmen to a
second-place finish, behind Carleton .

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
for appointment

Dial RE 9-1805
23 l East College Ave.
Appleton, Wis .

S!X-FOOT-eight Vike cager Jim
Swanson lobs one at the basket.
f{~;·anson has been one of the Vik-

ings' leacllng reserves.

After losing to Knox, the Vikes
hoped to salvage one game by
beating Monmouth but the Saturday g.ame started out much like
Friday's. This time, however, the
Vikes came alive just before halftime and left the floor at intennission trailing by little more than
10 points. Led by Dick Schultz
and Gordie Bond, the Lawrence
team staged a fine second half
comeback.

In the third quarter, Schultz sank
eight points and Bond hit for seven. Earl Hoover also played well
in the second half, and between
them they brought Lawrence to
within one point of Monmouth with

Highway 41 -

·

a minute and a half left to play.
However, Lawrence found it impossible to score another point as
Monmouth added three more to
bring the final score to 82-78.
THE MAIN factor in Lawrence's
loss to Monmouth was its inability to hit free throws. Hitting only
19 of 33 from the line, the Vikes
shot an anemic '56 % Probably the
most outstanding performance of
the trip was turned in by sophomore guard Dick Schultz.
Against Knox, Schultz held his
man to only two points while scoring 15 himself. Saturday he led
Lawrence in scoring with 21
points.
Leading scorers for Lawrence
are Tom Steinmetz, 10th in the
league with a 17.3 average, and
Earl Hoover, 12th in the league
with a 17.1 average. Lawrence
is now 9th in the closely-packed
Midwest· Conference with a 3-6
record .
Coe is leading the league with
a 4-2 record. Beloit, 9th last
week, has moved all the way uo
to 5th with two wins last weekend.
With the league as tight as it is,
any team that gets hot will move
up quickly and the title will probably not be decided until the last
weeks of the season.
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The Vike cagers were downed 8864 by Knox and 82-78 by the Scots.
After beating league-leading Coe
and highly rated Beloit, Viking
fans were hoping for at least a
split on the road trip.
FRIDAY, against Knox, the
Vikes dropped ten points behind
early in the game and were never
close after that. Both teams exchanged baskets for the remainder of the game, with Lawrence
losing gradually on the exchange
to account for a final of 88-64.
Leading the scoring with 18 points
was Ziech of Knox, who ranks
fifth in the Midwest conference
with a 20.4 per game average.

THE

QUALITY CLEANING
Prices to Match
P,ick-up and Del ivery

Heller's
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AFTER A VERY succes,sful weekend at home last
week, the Lawrence basketball team met disaster in Illinois against conference foes, Knox and Monmouth.

the

team's high point man , earning
seconds in the individual medley
and the butterfly. Nordeen was
behind after two laps of butterfly , backstroke and breast stroke ,
but his final freestyle spurt swept
him into second place in the individual medley, just ahead of his
closest Carleton rival. Two events
later, a tired Nordeen paced
Carleton's Johnson for six laps
in the butterfly but fell behind on
the last two laps to capture
second.

The LAWRENTIAN

Vike Cagers .Defeated
By Knox, Monmouth

THE LA WREN CE tankmen came back from Friday's 59-36 loss to highly-rated Carleton to stun St.
Olaf, 66-29 on Saturday.
COACH DAVIS' swimmers captured only three firsts in the
Carleton contest. An initial victory _by the medley relay team of
Sandy Johnson, John Issac, Fred
Nordeen and Dana Zitek put ~afrence out infront by seven pomts.
But after the next event, the Carls
took a permanent lead.

Jan. 22, 1965
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order to:

January 22 -23 · 24
Admission $1.00 - Open 8 p.m.
"MEET ME IN THE 'DON JUAN ROOM'''

